No compromise just great taste

We’ve spiced up
the classic Danish

Danish
pastry
with Danish
flour.
Pure pleasure
Our Danish pastries are
modern and tasty – and vegan too!
We’re bakers

Innovative vegan Danish pastries

Trend and tradition in
one crispy mouthful
Danish pastry is a classic crunchy treat. With four flavours, we challenge
tradition with Nordic-inspired tang of apple and buckthorn and other surprising
combinations. Every pastry has a delightful, inspiring taste and that crispy light
structure that is characteristic of authentic Danish pastry.
Our Danish pastries are baked without compromisea. They are made solely with
vegan ingredients and without palm oil.
We combine the green trend with focus on great flavour and making our
products a real pleasure to eat. With our vegan Danish pastries, you give
customers on the lookout for a greener profile a tasty self-indulgence that
coincides with their desire to make more ethical choices.
To many others our vegan Danish pastry makes it legitimate to fall into
temptation and indulge themselves with great taste.

Quality
Danish pastry
- No palm oil
- Flour free from plant
growth regulators
- Vegan and
no eggs

Happy
Custard

Chunky
Cherry

Colorful and surprising flavours

Innovative
Danish pastry
at its best
Sunny
Orange

Truly
Nordic

Truly Nordic (Vegan Pastry with remonce and apple-buckthornfilling)
With apple and buckthorn this Danish pastry is a truly Nordic-inspired
experience. In the slightly tangy flavour of buckthorn with the sweetness of the
apple, you can almost feel the windy and warm Danish autumn on your face.
Truly Nordic has a delicious and flaky crust with San-Francisco-inspired
sourdough. Orange-flavoured icing makes Truly Nordic picture perfect.
Item no.: 10000688

Apple and
buckthorn

Weight: 88 g Quantity: 48 items per colli

Chunky Cherry (Vegan Pastry with remonce and cherryfilling)
A deep red filling with a surprisingly fresh taste and chunks of cherry makes
Chunky Cherry simply irresistible. With San-Francisco-inspired sourdough and
sprinkled with linseed. Chunky Cherry has a colourful fruity filling that gives it a
tempting look. Definitely a pastry you won't hesitate to tuck into!
Item no.: 10000689

Weight: 90 g Quantity: 48 items per colli

Cherry and
linseed

Sunny Orange (Vegan Pastry with remonce and orangefilling)
Sunny Orange is like a crispy bite of summer with the delicious flavour of
sunripened oranges and soft brown sugar filling with caramel. An uncompromising
treat with San-Francisco-inspired sourdough and sprinkled with chopped
hazelnuts for a delicious look and a crispy bite.
Item no.: 10000691 Weight: 90 g Quantity: 48 items per colli

Orange and
hazelnut

Happy Custard (Vegan Pastry with custard and remonce)
The scrumptious Happy Custard is with San-Francisco-inspired sourdough and has
smooth-tasting vanilla custard and a yummy soft brown sugar filling with caramel
flavour.. A fabulous treat sprinkled with chopped hazelnuts for a delicious look and
a crispy bite that makes you smile.
Item no.: 10000690 Weight: 90 g Quantity: 48 items per colli

Vanilla,
brown
sugar and
hazelnuts

For the perfect
authentic "hygge"
moments.

Special “hygge” moments

Mini Danish
pastries
Danish pastry is perfect for most occasions – especially if you want to
experience authentic “hygge” moments. That is why we also make mini
versions of all our vegan Danish pastries.
Each mixed carton of mini vegan pastries contains all three innovative
flavours, lots of rich taste and the crispy structure of
classic Danish pastries.
Danish “hygge” is a nice warm atmosphere with your favorite people or
curling up under the duvet and watching the glow of candles on a cold
winter evening. “Hygge” is associated with good food – and with Danish
pastry “hygge” doesn’t come any better – or more Danish.

Mini Mix Pastry, Vegan
40 items Mini Truly Nordic
(Vegan Pastry with remonce and apple-buckthornfilling)
40 items Mini Chunky Cherry
(Vegan Pastry with remonce and cherryfilling)
40 items Mini Happy Custard
(Vegan Pastry with custard and remonce)

Baking Instructions:

Baking time straight from the freezer: Pre-heat convection
oven to 190 °C and bake for 14-15 minutes.
It’s advisable to keep the exhaust open.
Item no.: 10000849
Weight pr. item: 40 g
Quantity: 120 items per colli

Mini Danish pastries
in a mixed carton are
the perfect
“little somethings”
to satisfy a
sweet tooth.

Kohberg has
50 years of
experience and
80 qualified
bakers.

Pre-order only. Please contact our
export team for more information and details.
Kohberg Bakery Group A/S
+45 73 64 64 00 / sales@kohberg.com / kohberg.com

We’re bakers

